Spreading

Moistened Base
Proper Water Content

How Do You Know Its Right?

Look for ‘wet metallic sheen’
Gauging Water Content

Mixer Discharge

Use only one chute section
Raking Concrete

End of the Load

Square off slab at the end of a load
Moving the Concrete

Conveyor

Moves concrete to inaccessible areas
Strike-off

NRMCA

Strike-Off
Riser Strips

3/8” Riser Strips

Vibratory Screed
Roller Screed

Small Job
Take Care of the Edges

Compacting
Roller Compaction

Compacting the Edges
Cross Rolling

Rolling Small Areas
Oil the Roller

Edging
Surface Texture

- Important to keep the voids open
- Do NOT use trowels
- Do NOT seal the surface
- No roller marks